Appendix B. Morning Report Blogs

Compiled in August 2015 - Searched Google using search term “internal medicine morning report”

1. *Georgetown University Department of Medicine
   [http://medicine.georgetown.edu/residency/el_morningreportunknowns.htm](http://medicine.georgetown.edu/residency/el_morningreportunknowns.htm) - URL not active
   Currently at [https://clinicalproblemsolving.com/blog/](https://clinicalproblemsolving.com/blog/)
2. *UCSF Internal Medicine Morning Report Blog
4. *University of Utah Department of Pediatrics morning report blog
   [https://pcmcmorningreport.blogspot.com/](https://pcmcmorningreport.blogspot.com/) - URL still active
6. Health Sciences Library System, University of Pittsburgh, Morning Report Blog- Not online
7. Louisiana State University Health Science Library- Internal Medicine Morning Report- Not online